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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
ROUNDUP
While most businesses today are tapping into artificial intelligence (AI) to
improve operations in-house, more digital marketers believe that consumers are
aware of it—and see the benefits to use it. eMarketer has curated this Roundup
of articles, insights and interviews to help you understand how marketers are
looking at the upside of blending AI within the customer journey, and outside of
the server room.
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Overview
Artificial Intelligence (AI) had a breakthrough year
in 2016, not only with machine learning, but with
public awareness as well. And it’s only going
to continue. This year, most marketers believe
consumers are ready for the technology.

US Senior Marketers Who Believe Consumers Are
Ready for Artificial Intelligence, Nov 2016
% of respondents

No
15%

Indeed, a majority of US senior-level marketers—more than
three-quarters—said that consumers are prepared for it,
according to November 2016 research from Boxever, a
customer intelligence cloud provider.
Just 15% of marketers felt that consumers weren’t ready
for AI, and 6% weren’t sure.

I don't
know
6%

Yes
79%

Source: Boxever, "Mapping Out the Customer Journey: Expectations Versus
Reality for the Modern Marketer," Dec 12, 2016
221326
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AI has become entrenched in many facets of everyday life,
and is being tapped for a growing array of core business
applications, including predicting market and customer
behavior, automating repetitive tasks and providing alerts
when things go awry.
At this time, the technology is mostly used by businesses
who are looking to improve their operations. But
consumers are aware of AI, and already see many benefits
to using it. A separate survey from Weber Shandwick and
KRC Research found that internet users worldwide believe
AI can help them solve a lot of problems, in addition to
assisting them with any decisions they need to make.
Ultimately, they perceive AI to be convenient.
Completing tasks that are too hard or dangerous,
making improvements to human health and providing
companionship were just some of the benefits
consumers mentioned.
While they are optimistic about the technology, they are
cautious as well. In the same survey, 60% of respondents
said they were very concerned about the criminal use of AI
technologies, and many were also concerned that AI would
replace their jobs.
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Understanding Artificial Intelligence
Businesses are already using AI to help improve their operations
In its most widely understood definition,
artificial intelligence (AI) involves the ability of
machines to emulate human thinking, reasoning
and decision-making. A May 2015 survey of
US business executives by Narrative Science
found that 31% of respondents believed AI was
“technology that thinks and acts like humans.”
Other conceptions included “technology
that can learn to do things better over time,”
“technology that can understand language” and
“technology that can answer questions for me.”
At a deeper level, however, there is confusion in the
marketplace around AI technology and the terminology
used to describe it. Similar-sounding terms—such as
cognitive computing, machine intelligence, machine
learning, deep learning and augmented intelligence—
are used interchangeably, though there are subtle
differences among them. Many companies that have
been involved with AI for years don’t even call it AI, for
various reasons. “In essence we call it machine learning,
because I think AI sometimes can spook some folks,” said
Mahesh Tyagarajan, chief product officer at ecommerce
personalization platform RichRelevance.
Many people also don’t realize that AI powers some of
today’s most buzzed-about technologies. For example,
a June 2016 survey by CompTIA found surprisingly low
awareness of AI among US business and IT executives: Just
54% said they were aware of AI, compared with 78% who
were aware of 3-D printing and 71% who knew of drones
and virtual reality. However, some of the higher-ranking
technologies on the list—including virtual reality, selfdriving vehicles and robotics—are underpinned by different
types of AI, though they were not identified as such.
Narrative Science also found that 58% of US business
executives polled were already using AI—particularly in
conjunction with big data technologies. Of those, nearly
one-third (32%) said voice recognition and voice response
solutions were the AI technologies they used most. The
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US Business/IT Executives Who Are Aware of Select
Emerging Technologies, June 2016
% of respondents
3-D printing

78%

Drones

71%

Virtual reality

71%

Internet of things

68%

Self-driving vehicles

63%

Robotics

61%

Artificial intelligence

54%

Biometrics

46%

Augmented reality
Chatbots

27%

22%

Source: CompTIA, "Internet of Things Insights and Opportunities," July 27,
2016
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Most Widely Used Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Technology at Their Company According to US
Executives, May 2015
% of respondents
Voice recognition and response solutions
32%
Machine learning
24%
Virtual personal assistants
15%
Systems used for decision support
8%
Analytics-focused applications
5%
Automated written reporting and/or communications
5%
Robotics
4%
All of the above
8%
Note: among the 58% of respondents who already have AI-powered
solutions deployed at their company; numbers may not add up to 100%
due to rounding
Source: Narrative Science, "State of Artificial Intelligence & Big Data in the
Enterprise," June 11, 2015
216261
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study showed that organizations also used AI for machine
learning (24%) and as virtual personal assistants (15%).
Smaller percentages cited decision support systems,
automated written reporting and communications,
analytics-focused applications and robotics.

organization used internal R&D to develop its AI/machine
learning capabilities. Other ways included employing
consultants and research firms, participating in innovation
hubs and incubators, partnering with other businesses
and/or academia, crowdsourcing and joint ventures,
mergers and acquisitions.

Businesses in all industries are also making choices about
how they will acquire AI technologies. For example, a
January 2016 survey of global executives in the financial
industry by Euromoney Institutional Investor Thought
Leadership found that 42% of respondents said their
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Predictive Analytics Can Help Get More Value out of Data
Technologies like cross-channel measurement can also help
Roughly half of marketing and media executives
in North America said they believe predictive
analytics—powered by artificial intelligence
(AI)—and modeling to be one of the most helpful
technologies for getting more value out of data,
August 2016 research found.
Winterberry Group, in partnership with the Direct Marketing
Association (DMA) and Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB),
polled 211 media and marketing executives primarily in
North America and asked respondents to choose the top
three technologies that they believe will be most important
in supporting their efforts to achieve value from data in
the future.

Most Important Technologies for Achieving Value
from Future Data Use According to Marketing/Media
Executives in North America, Aug 2016
% of respondents
Predictive analytics and modeling
49.3%
Cross-channel measurement and channel attribution
40.6%
Campaign management (segmentation and audience selection)
34.8%
Marketing automation/rules-driven decision-making and
messaging
34.1%
CRM/prospect database management
32.6%
Data management platform (DMP)
30.4%
Campaign reporting and measurement

In addition to predictive analytics, 40.6% of respondents
said that cross-channel measurement and channel
attribution is helpful for getting more value out of data.
And more than a third said that campaign measurement,
which includes segmentation and audience selection, was
another important technology.
Nearly a third of marketing and media executives believe
data management platforms (DMPs), tools that help
businesses aggregate marketing information from across
a variety of channels, will be most important in supporting
future data use efforts.
Generally, marketers are shifting their attention, and
budgets, to marketing technology. Research from Rocket
Fuel revealed that US senior-level agency and marketing
professionals are interesting in learning about many
different technologies this year, and many have a growing
interest in DMPs. In fact, the platforms were mentioned as
a very or somewhat interesting technology to learn about
in 2016 by more than 90% of respondents.
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29.7%
Data visualization
26.8%
Data processing and hygiene
19.6%
Note: respondents chose their top 3
Source: Winterberry Group, "The Data-Centric Organization: Transforming
for the Next Generation of Audience Marketing" in partnership with Direct
Marketing Association (DMA) and Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB), Sep
21, 2016
217175
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A separate study from DataXu , Morar Consulting
and WithPR found that in total, more than two-thirds
of respondents in the US and Western Europe said
understanding of marketing technology is becoming
an increasingly important skill for successful senior
marketers. This skill set was identified as the second-mostimportant only to creativity—and ranked slightly higher
than other skills such as understanding digital media and
managing people.
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How Internet Users Can Benefit from Artificial Intelligence
Half of respondents said AI can provide companionship
Though artificial intelligence (AI) continues
to develop and become more sophisticated,
internet users worldwide are seeing benefits
of the technology, like its ability to complete
dangerous tasks, or even the companionship
it provides.
Weber Shandwick and KRC Research polled 2,100 adult
internet users in Brazil, Canada, China, the UK and the US.
The benefits of AI mentioned range widely, but generally,
respondents believe the technology can help solve a lot of
problems, as well as assist them with any decisions they
need to make—ultimately it’s convenient.
Some 69% of internet users said that one of the perceived
benefits of AI was that it gives them time to pursue other
activities, and almost as many respondents said AI can
deliver services that provide greater ease and convenience.
Furthermore, internet users can see the benefits AI can
bring to the economy, as well as energy and resources.
Chatbots and virtual digital assistants (VDAs) are some
already quite prevalent examples of AI in action.

Security and privacy and machines making bad choices
were other things they were very concerned about.
Interestingly, internet users also expressed concern about
becoming lazy or losing certain skills or abilities because of
the technology.
US Internet Users' Preferred Method of Contact with
a Digital Retailer While Making a Purchase, Sep 2016
% of respondents
Phone (voice)
29%
Email
27%
Online chat
26%
Self-service web tools (search bar, FAQ)
11%
Messaging apps (Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp)
3%
Social networks (brand Facebook page, Twitter)
3%
Other
1%
Note: ages 18+
Source: [24]7, "A Retailer's Guide to Chatbots, Live Chat, and Messaging,"
Nov 14, 2016
221713

Many retailers are adding online chat and mobile
messaging options to their customer service arsenal, and
these businesses are likely to be rewarded. According
to December 2016 research from [24]7, roughly 30% of
consumers favor these types of digital alternatives when
they have questions about potential purchases.
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Usage of Voice-Enabled Digital Assistants Among
Internet Users Worldwide, by Age, Nov 2016
% of respondents in each group
14-17
31%
23%

Meanwhile, digital assistants are becoming a part of
everyday life too, and many people—primarily teens and
millennials—use them regularly.
Though many are optimistic about the technology, some
are also cautious. Indeed, 60% of internet users told Weber
and KRC they were very concerned about the criminal use
of AI technologies, and just as many respondents said they
were very concerned about losing their job, and getting
replaced with AI.
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20%

33%

16%

18-34
35-55
14%
55+
7%

15%

32%

13%

8%

Use regularly
Just started using

30%

35%

38%

35%

50%

Don't use, but I am interested
Don't use and I'm not interested

Note: n=25,996
Source: Accenture, "Dynamic Digital Consumers: Ever-Changing
Expectations and Technology Intrigue," Jan 4, 2017
221945
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How Businesses Are Preparing for Artificial Intelligence
Investing in infrastructure, sure, but there’s more
As artificial intelligence (AI) becomes more
widespread—and as larger numbers of
businesses move to put it to use—companies
are grappling with the challenge of what exactly
they should be doing to prepare.
Not surprisingly, for many businesses, a key step is
investment. A November 2016 survey by Infosys found that
60% of business and IT decision-makers worldwide were
making investments in IT infrastructure.
But other areas of focus also emerged in the survey. Nearly
half of respondents were tapping external experts for help,
and nearly as many cited the need to build AI into their
company’s “ethos.”
Almost one-third of the executives surveyed said they were
gathering feedback from customers, an interesting—and
affordable—way to assess needs and opportunities.
Interestingly, a separate November 2016 study from
Boxever found that marketers are generally confident in
consumers’ appetite for artificial intelligence. Nearly 80%
of US senior marketers in the survey believed consumers
were “ready” for AI. Additionally, almost the same
percentage of marketers said consumers were “excited”
about chatbots, one of the most visible and widely
recognized forms of consumer-facing AI.
And yet, Boxever found little such enthusiasm when
it asked indviduals about chatbots. The majority of US
internet users polled either had not tried chatbots, or had
negative things to say about them.

Ways in Which Business and IT Decision-Makers
Worldwide Are Preparing Their Companies for
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Technology Adoption,
Nov 2016
% of respondents
Investing in supporting IT infrastructure
60%
Developing knowledge/skills
53%
Using external support to assist with planning
46%
Building AI into company ethos
43%
Using external support for knowledge gathering
40%
Gathering feedback from customers
32%
Assessing competitor/industry approach
25%
Note: n=1,600
Source: Infosys, "Amplifying Human Potential: Towards Purposeful Artificial
Intelligence" conducted by Vanson Bourne, Jan 17, 2017
222402
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US Senior Marketers Who Believe Consumers Are
Ready for Artificial Intelligence, Nov 2016
% of respondents

No
15%

I don't
know
6%

Yes
79%

Source: Boxever, "Mapping Out the Customer Journey: Expectations Versus
Reality for the Modern Marketer," Dec 12, 2016
221326
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Both Boxever’s and Infoysys’ surveys point to the
importance of understanding customer attitudes when
assessing new technology.
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B2B Marketers Want AI, but Worry How to Integrate It
Other obstacles cited are training staff and the cost
As businesses come to terms with tapping into
artificial intelligence (AI) to improve operations,
one key concern for B2B marketers is how it will
be integrated effectively.

Challenges Their Company Would Face When Using
Artificial Intelligence (AI) for Marketing According to
US B2B Marketers, Nov 2016
% of respondents
Difficulty integrating AI with existing technology
60%

In November, Demandbase and Wakefield Research, polled
500 B2B marketers in the US about their thoughts on AI.
Findings showed that 60% of respondents said that linking
AI with their existing technology could be problematic.
Other potential obstacles the marketers cited included
educating staff (54%), deciphering results (46%) and a
potentially high price tag (42%).
Yet, despite these barriers to adoption, most B2B
marketers are confident that the technology will be useful.
The same survey found that more than 75% of respondents
said they were at least confident about adding AI to their
marketing and sales efforts.
Some of the ways that AI can support business operations
range from predicting marketing and customer behavior to
automating repetitive tasks and providing alerts.

Difficulty training employees on how to use AI
54%
Difficulty interpreting results
46%
High implementation and maintenance costs
42%
Inability to ask questions of a real person
38%
None of these
2%
Note: among those who don't currently use AI in marketing
Source: Demandbase, "Artificial Intelligence (AI) Survey" in conjunction
with Wakefield Research, Dec 13, 2016
221085
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Most Important Benefit that an Artificial Intelligence
Solution Should Provide According to US Business
Executives, May 2016
% of respondents
Predictions on activity related to machines, customers or
business health
38%

In a real-life example, in late November, Amazon Web
Services—a business unit of Amazon.com—released to
the cloud three AI products for building conversational
user experiences.
In research from Narrative Science and the National
Business Research Institute, released in July, more than
a third of business executives said they’d like gains from
AI that support foresight on activity relating to machines,
customers or business health.

Automation of manual and repetitive tasks
27%
Monitoring and alerts to provide assessments on the state of
your business
14%
Increase quality of communications with customers
10%
Recommendations related to internal issues or customer-facing
efforts
7%
Other
4%
Source: Narrative Science, "Outlook on Artificial Intelligence in the
Enterprise 2016" conducted by National Business Research Institute (NBRI),
July 20, 2016
214825
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TD Ameritrade Uses AI to Put a Marketing Twist on Risk Assessment

AJ Mazza
Senior Vice President, Advanced Advertising
Products and Strategy
TD Ameritrade

Dedra DeLilli (Not pictured)
Director, Social Media and Corporate Sponsorships, Advertising
and Brand Management
TD Ameritrade

Financial services institutions are bursting at
the seams with different types of data, but
unstructured data is by far the most difficult
to categorize, analyze and make actionable.
TD Ameritrade’s AJ Mazza, director of client
marketing, advertising and brand management,
and Dedra DeLilli, director of social media and
corporate sponsorships, advertising and brand
management, spoke with eMarketer’s Maria
Minsker about how the investment bank used
artificial intelligence (AI) technology to put its
unstructured social data to work in a
marketing capacity.
eMarketer: How is TD Ameritrade experimenting with
artificial intelligence?
Dedra DeLilli: Through a partnership with Havas Cognitive,
we developed a social media promotion to support an NFL
campaign that we put together last season. We used IBM
Watson technology to enhance engagement with the brand
and brought the concept to life in a differentiated way.
eMarketer: What was the technology behind
the campaign?
DeLilli: The program was called Most Confident Fans. We
scoured the social feeds of opted-in consumers to assess
their confidence in their favorite NFL team. Together, Havas
and IBM Watson developed a proprietary algorithm that
worked with Watson’s Personal Insights API [application
programming interface].
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It analyzed the tone and words that consumers used in
their social posts to produce an aggregated confidence
score. This score showed how confident a consumer was
compared to other fans. Our goal was to drive engagement
by giving fans the opportunity to increase their confidence
score through specific actions, such as sharing our content,
in an effort to win a prize—a trip to the Super Bowl.
eMarketer: What were some of the key goals for this
artificial intelligence project?
AJ Mazza: The technology enabled us to put a fun
twist on a typical investing questionnaire. When we
match customers with a product or service, we provide
questionnaires to evaluate risks, and Watson allowed us to
make this more engaging.
DeLilli: We approached the Most Confident Fans
project as a test. It allowed us to take gamification to a
more personalized level. It gave us the ability to deliver
something fans hadn’t seen before, and it helped articulate
TD Ameritrade’s brand message about providing tools and
resources that make customers confident investors.
The campaign also allowed us to test AI with minimal risk,
and delivered learnings that are being applied to benefit
other areas of the business.
eMarketer: Marketing has become very data-driven. Has
this new focus on AI been a natural extension of that shift?
Mazza: With artificial intelligence, we have the ability to
process massive amounts of unstructured data, which is
a little different. In the past, we had to manually tag every
piece of educational content. But now, Watson can read all
of the scripts, articles and other assets, and organize that
unstructured data.
eMarketer: What are some of your expectations for how
AI’s role is going to evolve at TD Ameritrade?
Mazza: Meeting our clients’ expectations is a top goal
for us. In the future, we’ll be able to lean on artificial
intelligence for next-best product evolution, for example.
Often, traditional data and analytics don’t evaluate softer
metrics. With artificial intelligence, we could start using
more cognitive reasoning to decide the next best thing to
start offering our clients.
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How easyJet Uses Artificial Intelligence to Improve Operations

Alberto Rey Villaverde
Head of Data Science
easyJet

A wealth of data can be powerful, as long as
that data delivers actionable insights. UK-based
airline easyJet implemented artificial intelligence
(AI) technology to make sense of its data and
streamline areas of its business, such as stocking
airplanes with the right amount of food. Alberto
Rey Villaverde, easyJet’s head of data science,
spoke to eMarketer’s Maria Minsker about why
the airline turned to AI and the different ways the
information AI provides is being used.
eMarketer: How has easyJet been using
artificial intelligence?
Alberto Rey Villaverde: We’ve been using artificial
intelligence for a few years. For the last year, we’ve been
exploring new areas where these technologies could give
us a boost. For example, we’ve been trying to be less
wasteful with the food in our planes. The demand for a
baked baguette depends on multiple parameters, such as
weather, time of year and the types of customers that are
flying. We wanted to know the optimal amount of product
required to meet demand without waste, so we are using
machine learning to optimize how we load planes.
eMarketer: Are there other ways that you’re
experimenting with artificial intelligence?
Villaverde: We’re also using a recognition tool that looks
at a passport, reads all the numbers from the document
and fills out customer information at the airport without the
customer having to type anything.
eMarketer: What made you start implementing artificial
intelligence in your business?
Villaverde: Everything works around data. easyJet has a
big set of operations, and we have been seeing that data
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grow for years. Eventually we needed to construct a body
[of meaning] from that data in smarter ways, using cuttingedge technology. These days, that means machine learning
and artificial intelligence.

“A recognition tool looks at a passport,
reads all the numbers from the document
and fills out customer information at the
airport without the customer having to
type anything.”
eMarketer: What are some of the specific skill
requirements for anyone working with AI?
Villaverde: People need to be creative and passionate
about working with numbers. We have scientists—PhDs—
working on AI, but we also have non-PhDs that have had
experience with AI and developed very valuable skill sets.
People need to understand the mathematics behind it,
but also be able to bridge the divide between the business
needs and the mathematics. The goal is to be able to
understand both and bring them together.
eMarketer: What are some of your short-term and longterm expectations for how AI’s role in your organization is
going to evolve?
Villaverde: In the short term, I am cautious because
there’s hype around AI. We are participating too, and in
the moment we see lots of opportunity. It’s very difficult
to predict how AI will be in a few years. It might become a
commodity and there will be no need for specific teams to
handle it, because everybody will be able to interact with it
in a much easier way.
eMarketer: What advice would you give to other
companies that are just starting out with AI?
Villaverde: The best advice is to give brands freedom to
experiment. If a company already has advanced analytics
capabilities, which is where AI comes from, AI will come
together naturally. Without experimentation, nobody
understands within organizations how AI should work or
what to expect from AI. There’s no clear format that will
work for all different situations.
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